A WALK IN KENNEDY TOWN
Discover Authentic Hong Kong in Real Time

HONG KONG
24 NOV 9:30am

SYDNEY
24 NOV 12:30pm

SANTIAGO
23 NOV 10:30pm

Real Time Tour on Zoom
Sign Up Now!

For enquiry, please contact lasp@cuhk.edu.hk.

Being one of the former British colony’s oldest communities on the northwestern end of Hong Kong Island, Kennedy Town is named after Arthur Edward Kennedy, the seventh Governor of Hong Kong, who first developed this fringe of the city some 100 years ago.

Today Kennedy Town has gentrified into a vibrant neighbourhood with a mix of Instagrammable spots and historical relics that carry stories of the lost City of Victoria and the spooky past of the plague.

Join The Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK) on an interactive tour of Kennedy Town in real time! Our community tour guide will walk you through the alleys to discover the iconic stonewall trees, and show you the authentic Hong Kong from a local perspective.